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Israeli Centrist
Will Try to Form
A Government

REUTERS

BY FELICIA SCHWARTZ

Members of the Russian air force board an Ilyushin Il-76 transport plane during drills in the Azov Sea port of Taganrog, Russia.

Russian Forces Near Ukraine
Are Still a Threat, U.S. Says

Russia has kept a heightened military presence near
the Ukrainian border despite
announcing the withdrawal of
the troops it deployed in April,
the U.S. and its NATO allies
said, leading to concerns in
Washington about Moscow’s
intentions.
By James Marson in
Brussels and William
Mauldin in Washington
Russia’s military buildup,
which it says was for defensive exercises, sparked concerns of a repeat of Moscow’s
invasions of Ukraine in 2014,
which severely damaged its relations with the West. Moscow
announced a pullback in late
April but has since withdrawn
only some troops and equipment, a U.S. official said.
The continued heavy Russia
military
presence
near
Ukraine’s borders and in Cri-

mea, which Russia annexed in
2014, maintains pressure on an
ex-Soviet neighbor that Moscow considers part of its sphere
of influence. It also raises the
stakes for Western efforts to
bring Ukraine closer to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Union.
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken was set to arrive in
Ukraine on Wednesday in a
show of support.
“If Russia chooses to act
recklessly or aggressively,
we’ll respond,” Mr. Blinken
told a press conference on
Monday at a meeting in London of top diplomats from the
Group of Seven leading industrialized democracies. “But
we’re not looking to escalate.”
As well as seizing Crimea in
2014, Russia carved out two
statelets in Ukraine’s east that
other countries haven’t recognized. The conflict there has
cost more than 14,000 lives,

and low-level fighting continues on front lines largely fixed
by a 2015 cease-fire deal.
Last month, Russia deployed tens of thousands of
troops around Ukraine and in
Crimea in what it called a combat-readiness check. Russian
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu
called an end to the exercises
on April 22 and said the troops
would return to their permanent bases by May 1. He ordered arms and equipment to
be stored at a training area
near Voronezh, some 100 miles
from the Ukrainian border,
saying they would be used in a
large exercise later in the year.
A NATO official said Russia
had pulled back some of the
tens of thousands of troops it
had massed near Ukraine, but
that many remained, as well as
significant numbers of weapons.
The Russian Defense Ministry didn’t respond to a request
to comment.

Moscow said the exercises
in April were defensive, accusing NATO of building up
forces near Russia. A senior
Ukrainian official said the
Russian drills looked more
like preparations for an assault campaign, including the
rapid transfer of troops to the
area where they could link up
with equipment. Russia already had tens of thousands
of troops in Crimea and bases
around
Ukraine,
some
of which have been constructed since 2014.
Russia has also introduced
restrictions on the movement of
ships in some parts of the Black
Sea until October. Moscow says
it is conducting naval exercises.
Ukraine says the aim is to choke
its ports and place economic
pressure on the government.
The G-7 foreign ministers
expressed concern about the
developments in a joint statement.

TEL AVIV—Israel’s president has handed centrist politician Yair Lapid a shot at
forming a government after
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu failed to do so.
Mr. Lapid faces a difficult
task in stitching together a
government from a group of
rivals across the political spectrum over the next four weeks.
Some are united only in their
desire to replace Mr. Netanyahu. The prime minister is on
trial for corruption. He denies
any wrongdoing.
Mr. Netanyahu, Israel’s longest-serving leader with 15
years in office, faced similar
problems after March’s national election. He had hoped
to win back defectors or persuade right-wing partners to
form a government with the
support of an Islamist party
before his mandate expired at
midnight on Tuesday.
If Mr. Lapid also fails, then
President Reuven Rivlin would
hand responsibility for selecting
a new prime minister back to Israel’s parliament before a new
election is called, which would
be the country’s fifth since 2019.
Mr. Lapid’s prospects may
have been enhanced by Mr.
Netanyahu’s failure to win
back some of his previous supporters, political analysts said.
On Wednesday, Mr. Lapid was
already talking up his prospective administration as a broadbased, national government.
The groups he aims to win
over span the spectrum of
right-wing, left-wing, religious, secular and, potentially,
Arab parties, the latter of
which likely would be needed
to prop up a minority administration in parliament.
“We need a government
that will reflect the fact that
we don’t hate one another. A
government in which left,
right and center will work to-

gether to tackle the economic
and security challenges we
face,” Mr. Lapid said after he
was awarded the mandate.
Mr. Lapid’s chief partner is
expected to be right-wing politician Naftali Bennett and his
Yamina party. The two have
been in talks and are expected
to rotate the premiership, with
Mr. Bennett serving as prime
minister first if they secure an
agreement. Mr. Bennett controls seven seats in the Knesset, or parliament, to Mr.
Lapid’s 17, but right-wing Jewish Israelis who previously
supported Mr. Netanyahu’s
governments may find him a

Benjamin Netanyahu
failed to win back
defectors before his
mandate expired.
more acceptable candidate as
prime minister. Mr. Bennett
has vowed to prevent a fifth
election but faces criticism
within his party about joining
forces with Mr. Lapid.
“There are two options: to
go towards fifth, sixth or seventh elections, which will simply destroy the country, or to
establish a broad emergency
government, which, while
challenging, will remove the
wheel from the mud,” Mr. Bennett said Wednesday.
On Wednesday evening, Mr.
Netanyahu accused Mr. Bennett
of working to form a “dangerous left-wing government,” including partners the prime
minister said would be ineffective at waging Israel’s campaign
against the Iran nuclear deal.
Mr. Netanyahu is now expected to focus his attention
on preventing defectors from
his bloc drifting over to Mr.
Lapid and Mr. Bennett.

Congratulations to the
top ﬁrms of the
2021 MAVS 100.
The ﬁnal rankings will be announced at the May 8th
event being held at LIVE! By Loews in Arlington.
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